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International dollars indicate the amount of goods and services one could buy in the United States with a given
amount of money. Expressed in US dollars. It can exceed when the number of students exceeds the population
of that age group. Women throughout the region usually marry and begin having children earlier than women
in Western Europe; childbearing peaks between ages 20 and 24 and drops off sharply after that. Little
childbearing occurs after age 30 in these countries; women typically spend the rest of their reproductive years
trying to avoid pregnancies. Mainly because of low fertility, population growth rates in the region are around
zero or even negative, except in the Central Asian countries see Table 1. This situation has become a major
social and economic concern in the region. With population size stalled or shrinking, some policymakers
consider family planning programs unnecessary and counterproductive and instead advocate for measures to
encourage women to have more children. Trends and Relationships For several decades, the reliance on
abortion as a means of preventing births has been a prominent aspect of reproductive health in the former
Soviet bloc. Modern contraceptives are often difficult to obtain, of poor quality, and not promoted by
policymakers or the medical community. In contrast, abortion is generally legal, relatively unrestricted, and
available at little or no cost. Governments, donor agencies, and nongovernmental organizations have helped
increase the use of modern contraceptives, contributing to declines in abortion rates, but abortion still plays an
important role in limiting the size of families in the region. Abortion Rates and Trends The average number of
abortions that women have over their lifetimes also known as the total abortion rate ranges from 0. In most
countries, abortions are most common among women ages 20 to Most women who reported having an
abortion said that they did not want and could not afford another child. The vast majority of abortions follow
unintended pregnancies, which mainly occur among women who do not use contraception or who use
traditional methods that have relatively high failure rates. Between 71 percent and 90 percent of unintended
pregnancies end in abortion, indicating that women are strongly motivated to avoid an unplanned birth. In
seven of 11 countries surveyed Armenia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Romania, Russia, and Uzbekistan ,
abortion levels declined during the s. The surveys asked women for a full pregnancy history, including their
experiences with abortion. Trends in abortion were measured by looking at the abortion rate 6 to 8 years and 0
to 2 years before the survey. Abortion rates fell between 15 percent and 38 percent â€” a marked change in a
relatively short period see Figure 2. Most of the decline occurred among women under age 30 and was
associated with increased use of modern contraceptives. The total abortion rate is the number of abortions a
woman would have in her lifetime if she experienced current age-specific abortion rates. Still, most women
continue to view abortion as an acceptable means of birth control, which may put their health at risk: Although
abortion is legal, some abortions take place outside of medical facilities, leading to complications and even
deaths. Vital statistics in Eastern Europe and Central Asia indicate that between 15 percent and 50 percent of
maternal deaths are related to abortion. Couples continue to rely heavily on traditional methods of birth
control, particularly withdrawal and periodic abstinence. In several countries, such as Romania and the
Caucasus countries, traditional methods account for more than half of all contraceptive use. Because these
methods are less effective than modern methods, rates of failure and discontinuation are high, leading to large
numbers of unintended pregnancies.
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2: Pentagon Forges NATO Proxy Armies In Eastern Europe â€“ Eurasia Review
The study of Russian, Eurasian, and Eastern European history at Princeton focuses on the seventeenth through
twentieth centuries. Imperial Russia, the Soviet Union, and modern Russia as well as Poland and the Baltic states are
special strengths of the Department.

During the last decade, Mexico has been exploring new opportunities with its partners in this part of Europe,
in particular, with Russia. Norma Pensado Moreno, talks about the key priorities, challenges and the economic
changes that could possibly influence future bilateral directions of Mexico-Russia. In this endeavor, Eastern
Europe plays a key role. Moreover, due to its dynamism during the last decade, Mexico has a special interest
in exploring new cooperation opportunities with its partners in this part of Europe, in particular with Russia.
For Mexico and the Russian Federation, there is great potential in their bilateral relationship. In and ,
considerable progress was made in its political dialogue and cooperation in various areas, but a real deepening
still remains, mainly in the economic field, in order to match the size of its economies, being both among the
15 biggest in the world. Both countries are of decisive importance in their respective regions. For Mexico,
Russia is a country with high political, scientific, cultural, energy, tourist, investment and commercial
potential. The bilateral dialogue between the two countries has focused on the Mechanism of Political
Consultations, official reciprocal visits, exchange and cooperation educational, cultural, scientific and
technical , energy, economy, trade and tourism. Mexico and Russia agree on positions in many International
Forums and on principles such as the promotion of multilateralism. In this context, they have prioritized the
issues of international security, the pacific use of cosmic space, the fight against drug trafficking and
transnational crime. In short, our Government priorities and expectations are to continue and deepen the
cooperation Mexico and the Russian Federation have both in our bilateral relationship in all areas and in the
multilateral agenda, as well as to exploring new cooperation in areas such as energy and telecommunications,
in which Russia has strengths. Do you have the same business agenda in other ex-Soviet republics where you
are accredited? I am also accredited as Ambassador to Armenia and Belarus. We want to expand trade,
promote investments and connect our business community to their counterparts in these countries through the
organization of business missions and participation in commercial promotional events. It is also a common
goal in the three countries to promote Mexico as a tourist destination. However, we have also set specific
goals based on the prospects identified in each country. Russia is a big country and it represents a wide scope
of opportunities. In the case of our Armenian counterparts, we have talked about the many opportunities in the
IT and renewable energies sectors. As for Belarus, we are aware of its potential in the production of tractors
and agriculture machines as well as in its new industrial technologies. We need to do some work to translate
this flow of information into real opportunities that can be explored by our business communities. Both Russia
and Mexico are conscious that there is significant room to grow in our bilateral economic relations given the
size of our economies and the possibilities of complementarity. We want to increase economic exchanges and
investments. That said, I want to highlight that Russia has made significant steps regarding its economic
engagement in Mexico. There are Russian investments in more than 80 Mexican companies, in fields such as
transportation, hotels, and mining. In March , the company announced that, in consortium with the Italian
company Eni, it had been awarded another contract. This consolidates its presence in Mexico since it started to
cooperate with Pemex in Last year Minister of Trade and Industry visited Mexico heading a business
delegation in sectors such as aerospace, automotive, equipment and energy. And this October, the Deputy
Minister of Trade and Industry also went to Mexico with a delegation of companies in the construction sector.
On the other hand, how does Mexico engage Russia? How do you view the possibility of effective trade
exchanges between the two countries? Mexican investment in Russia is also growing. Other companies with
presence in the country are Kidzania â€”with an entertainment center in the Moscow region- and Nemak
â€”with a manufacturing center for automotive components in Zavolzhie, near Ulyanovsk. In addition,
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different Mexican governmental agencies have been encouraging Mexican producers from the agricultural
sector to explore opportunities in the Russian market. As a result, representatives from more than twenty
companies have visited Russia in the last four months to get acquainted with potential partners. Therefore, I
can confidently say that there is keen interest from the Mexican side to strengthen its economic ties with
Russia. Our goal is to translate all these steps into a substantial growth in trade exchanges. Are the number of
Russian tourists increasing compared to the previous years? One of the main priorities of the Government of
Mexico is tourism. Thanks to the efforts of our government in this area, in Mexico ranked sixth in the world in
reception of foreign tourists, according to the World Tourism Organization, with almost 40 million visitors
Out of this amount, only 37, Russian visitors entered Mexico by airplane an increase of We strive for having
again the numbers we had in when almost , Russians visited Mexico. The good news is that in the first 8
months of , Mexico received more Russian visitors than in the whole For the coming years, we are confident
that the number of Russians who will visit Mexico will continue increasing thanks to the actions implemented
by the Government of Mexico to popularize my country in Russia, among them: What are views about
economic changes in Russia and the Eurasian region? And how would the changes possibly influence future
directions in economic cooperation in Mexico? We closely follow the economic developments in Russia,
Armenia, and Belarus, including the regional integration efforts within the Eurasian Economic Union. We are
aware of the challenges the countries are facing, but also of the opportunities that are being open. We want to
focus on the opportunities. As I mentioned before, the interest in deepening economic relations is mutual and
is growing. We will carry on with the work that has been done in the last years. In the case of Russia, we have
still to agree on a date for the next meeting of the Economic Intergovernmental Commission, which will be
key to strengthen our cooperation framework. Experts from the two countries are engaged in processes that we
hope will lead to the reopening of the Russian market for Mexican beef and seafood products. The trends are
very positive, and we can remain optimistic in that regard. Then please consider donating today to ensure that
Eurasia Review can continue to be able to provide similar content. Sartre And Frantz Fanon: He has won
media awards for highlighting economic diplomacy in the region with Africa. Leave a Reply Your email
address will not be published.
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Russia, Eurasian states, and Eastern Europe (Serial).

These kingdoms were either from the start, or later on incorporated into various Iranian empires, including the
Achaemenid Persian , Parthian , and Sassanid Persian Empires. As the Roman domain expanded, a cultural
and linguistic division appeared between the mainly Greek -speaking eastern provinces which had formed the
highly urbanized Hellenistic civilization. In contrast, the western territories largely adopted the Latin
language. This cultural and linguistic division was eventually reinforced by the later political east-west
division of the Roman Empire. The division between these two spheres was enhanced during Late Antiquity
and the Middle Ages by a number of events. By contrast, the Eastern Roman Empire, mostly known as the
Byzantine Empire , managed to survive and even to thrive for another 1, years. The rise of the Frankish
Empire in the west, and in particular the Great Schism that formally divided Eastern and Western Christianity
, enhanced the cultural and religious distinctiveness between Eastern and Western Europe. Much of Eastern
Europe was invaded and occupied by the Mongols. Eastern Orthodox concept in Europe. Armour points out
that the Cyrillic alphabet use is not a strict determinant for Eastern Europe, where from Croatia to Poland and
everywhere in between, the Latin alphabet is used. This period is also called the east-central European golden
age of around International relations â€” and Interwar era A major result of the First World War was the
breakup of the Russian, Austro-Hungarian, and Ottoman empires, as well as partial losses to the German
Empire. A surge of ethnic nationalism created a series of new states in Eastern Europe, validated by the
Versailles Treaty of Poland was reconstituted after the partitions of the s had divided it between Germany,
Austria, and Russia. Austria and Hungary had much-reduced boundaries. Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania
likewise were independent. Many of the countries were still largely rural, with little industry and only a few
urban centers. Nationalism was the dominant force but most of the countries had ethnic or religious minorities
who felt threatened by majority elements. Nearly all became democratic in the s, but all of them except
Czechoslovakia and Finland gave up democracy during the depression years of the s, in favor of autocratic or
strong-man or single-party states. The new states were unable to form stable military alliances, and one by one
were too weak to stand up against Nazi Germany or the Soviet Union, which took them over between and The
region was the main battlefield in the Second World War â€”45 , with German and Soviet armies sweeping
back and forth, with millions of Jews killed by the Nazis, and millions of others killed by disease, starvation,
and military action, or executed after being deemed as politically dangerous. It did not reach Yugoslavia and
Albania however. Finland was free but forced to be neutral in the upcoming Cold War. The region fell to
Soviet control and Communist governments were imposed. Yugoslavia and Albania had their own Communist
regimes. The Eastern Bloc with the onset of the Cold War in was mostly behind the Western European
countries in economic rebuilding and progress. Winston Churchill, in his famous "Sinews of Peace" address of
March 5, at Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri , stressed the geopolitical impact of the "iron curtain":
From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic an iron curtain has descended across the Continent. Behind
that line lie all the capitals of the ancient states of Central and Eastern Europe. Eastern Bloc during the Cold
War to [ edit ] Further information: Eastern Bloc Eastern Europe after usually meant all the European
countries liberated and then occupied by the Soviet army. All the countries in Eastern Europe adopted
communist modes of control. These countries were officially independent from the Soviet Union, but the
practical extent of this independence â€” except in Yugoslavia, Albania, and to some extent Romania â€” was
quite limited. The Soviet secret police, the NKVD , working in collaboration with local communists, created
secret police forces using leadership trained in Moscow. As soon as the Red Army had expelled the Germans,
this new secret police arrived to arrest political enemies according to prepared lists. The national Communists
then took power in a normally gradualist manner, backed by the Soviets in many, but not all, cases. They took
control of the Interior Ministries, which controlled the local police. They confiscated and redistributed
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farmland. Next the Soviets and their agents took control of the mass media, especially radio, as well as the
education system. Third the communists seized control of or replaced the organizations of civil society, such
as church groups, sports, youth groups, trade unions, farmers organizations, and civic organizations. Finally
they engaged in large scale ethnic cleansing, moving ethnic minorities far away, often with high loss of life.
After a year or two, the communists took control of private businesses and monitored the media and churches.
For a while, cooperative non-Communist parties were tolerated. The communists had a natural reservoir of
popularity in that they had destroyed Hitler and the Nazi invaders. Their goal was to guarantee long-term
working-class solidarity. The movement was demonstratively independent from both the Soviet Union and the
Western bloc for most of the Cold War period, allowing Yugoslavia and its other members to act as a business
and political mediator between the blocs. Albania formally left the Warsaw pact in September after the
suppression of the Prague spring. When China established diplomatic relations with the United States in ,
Albania also broke away from China. Albania and especially Yugoslavia were not unanimously appended to
the Eastern Bloc, as they were neutral for a large part of the Cold War period.
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4: List of Eurasian countries by population | Revolvy
Little is known--although much is believed--about the impact of democracy assistance on institutional development in
Eastern Europe and Eurasia, carried out on a transnational level by Western non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
with local political and social activists.

Neile Adams Eurasians are collectively called Mestizos in the Philippines. The vast majority are descendants
of Spanish, Latino and American settlers who intermarried with people of indigenous Filipino descent. Aside
from the more common Spanish, Latino and American mestizos, there are also Eurasians in the Philippines
who have ancestries from various European countries or Australia. Significant intermarriage between Filipinos
and European Americans has occurred since the United States colonial period up to the present day, as the US
had numerous people stationed there at military bases. Most Eurasians of Spanish or Latino descent own
business conglomerates in the real estate, agriculture, and utilities sector, whereas Eurasians of White
American descent are largely in the entertainment industry which are one of the biggest industries in the
Philippines working as reporters, writers, producers,directors, models, actors and actresses as modern
Philippine mass media and entertainment industry was pioneered during the American colonization of the
Philippines by the Americans. Many of them also works in offices and call centers; The Philippines being the
call center capital of the world. As opposed to the policies of other colonial powers such as the British or the
Dutch, the Spanish colonies were devoid of any anti-miscegenation laws. Moreover, the Catholic Church not
only never banned interracial marriage, but it even encouraged it. The Spanish implemented incentives to
deliberately entangle the various races together in order to stop rebellion: For that purpose, the Spaniards of
the country, the Chinese mestizos, and the Filipinos shall be admitted with perfect equality as cadets of the
military corps; the personal-service tax shall be abolished, or an equal and general tax shall be imposed, to
which all the Spaniards shall be subject. This last plan appears to me more advisable, as the poll-tax is already
established, and it is not opportune to make a trial of new taxes when it is a question of allowing the country to
be governed by itself. Since the annual tribute is unequal, the average shall be taken and shall be fixed,
consequently, at fifteen or sixteen reals per whole tribute, or perhaps one peso fuerte annually from each adult
tributary person. This regulation will produce an increase in the revenue of , or , pesos fuertes, and this sum
shall be set aside to give the impulse for the amalgamation of the races, favoring crossed marriages by means
of dowries granted to the single women in the following manner. To a Chinese mestizo woman who marries a
Filipino shall be given pesos; to a Filipino woman who marries a Chinese mestizo, Ioo pesos; to a Chinese
mestizo woman who marries a Spaniard, 1, pesos; to a Spanish woman who marries a Chinese mestizo, 2,
pesos; to a Filipino woman who marries a Spaniard, 2, pesos; to a Spanish woman who marries a Filipino
chief, 3, or 4, pesos. Some mestizo and Filipino alcaldes-mayor of the provinces shall be appointed. In a word,
by these and other means, the idea that they and the Castilians are two kinds of distinct races shall be erased
from the minds of the natives, and the families shall become related by marriage in such manner that when
free of the Castilian dominion should any exalted Filipinos try to expel or enslave our race, they would find it
so interlaced with their own that their plan would be practically impossible. Among them was Sir John
Bowring , Governor General of British Hong Kong and a well-seasoned traveler who had written several
books about the different cultures in Asia, who described the situation as "admirable" during a visit to the
Philippines in the s. The lines separating entire classes and races, appeared to me less marked than in the
Oriental colonies. I have seen on the same table, Spaniards, Mestizos Chinos cristianos and Indios, priests and
military. There is no doubt that having one Religion forms great bonding. And more so to the eyes of one that
has been observing the repulsion and differences due to race in many parts of Asia. And from one like myself
who knows that race is the great divider of society, the admirable contrast and exception to racial
discrimination so markedly presented by the people of the Philippines is indeed admirable. Sawyer, who had
spent most of his life in different parts of Asia and lived in Luzon for fourteen years. His impression was that
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as far as racial integration and harmony was concerned, the situation in the Philippines was not equaled by any
other colonial power: Spaniards and natives lived together in great harmony, and do not know where I could
find a colony in which Europeans mixes as much socially with the natives. Not in Java, where a native of
position must dismount to salute the humblest Dutchman. Not in British India, where the Englishwoman has
now made the gulf between British and native into a bottomless pit. As of today European genes are spread
throughout the country in great but specifically unknown scale, together with Chinese genes and Indian,
Arabic and Japanese genes, that evolved modern Filipinos in a distinctive Austronesian path. In a research
done by Dr.
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5: Reproductive Health Trends in Eastern Europe and Eurasia â€“ Population Reference Bureau
The eighth edition of "Global Studies: Russia, The Eurasian Republics, and Central/Eastern Europe will continue to
provide introductory essays, up-to-date background information, and current statistics on the region. A collection of
world press articles, topically arranged, complements the background information.

Basically, this mutual opening-up is in the interest of each party as well as the European Union. For the
region, including Hungary, the One Belt, One Road initiative means that their historical position will change:
Recently, the relationship between the East-Central European region and China has improved rapidly, which is
also symbolized by the fact that an institutional framework has been established for the cooperation.
Therefore, the regime change in in East-Central Europe can be regarded as the greatest break-point in the
relationship between the region and China. The relationship between China and East-Central Europe can be
divided into three periods. For the countries of East-Central Europe, a rapid economic and political
transformation shock therapy and, as its symbolical gesture, joining the NATO and the EU as soon as possible
was a priority. Although interstate relations weakened, numerous Chinese small companies arrived in the
region in those days, because, owing to the grave crisis accompanying the economic transformation, they
found an important market outlet for their cheap products. With this, China had completely integrated into the
global economic system operating by western rules. This period was also decisive for the East-Central
European region. As a result, the geopolitical situation of the region consolidated, and it became an integrated
part of the western world. The European tour of President Hu Jintao in indicated that China, becoming a more
and more important international participant, cannot ignore the East-Central European region any more.
Although relations intensified thanks to economic interests slowly breaking through the ideological walls, they
did not become really significant to either party. The most important characteristic of this period is that China
and East-Central Europe are rapidly converging. Pivoting toward dynamically growing China can be regraded
a natural phenomenon, because it increased the diversification opportunities of the relations of the region. The
significance of the East-Central region has grown for China, too. The EU membership of the East-Central
European countries enables Chinese investors to evade trade restrictions and operate their subsidiaries here as
assembly centres. The rapid development of the relations with China is demonstrated by the increasing
frequency of visits of high-level delegations into the region. In his official visit to Hungary in , Prime Minister
Wen Jiabao said that China was committed to developing its relationship with the region. The small states of
East-Central Europe are still relatively divided and are rarely able to form one unified block within the EU.
Furthermore, Est-Central Europe still firmly supports the western world order and its relations within Europe
are incomparably closer than that with China. The partially finished railway link joins the Trans-Siberian
Railway at the moment. Plans are ready for creating the appropriate-level railway link between Iran and
Turkey, and in Central Asia. In July, a regular freight train started its operation from Zhengzhou to Hamburg.
The competitiveness of rail freight transport is reflected by the fact that the abovementioned trains run
regularly, even several times a week. Hungary and Serbia are also located at strategic points, lying on the
natural transport lines of goods arriving from the direction of the Balkan. The Central Asia-West Asia
Economic Corridor can be expected to be built only in the long term, but through a half continental, half
maritime connection, it may reach our country earlier. From the port of Piraeus, the majority stake of which is
owned by China, the goods can arrive in Hungary via Macedonia and Serbia by rail, and then can go to the
most important economic centres of Europe across Hungary. The distance of nearly km is currently covered by
trains in 8 hours. Under the agreement, the main contractor would operate as a non-profit joint venture: Thus,
it is rather obvious that the Belgrade- Budapest railway is important to China. However, the question arises:
The investment is clearly not risk-free. First, costs are extremely high, and the return of the construction is
very doubtful. Second, the failure or any delay in the construction other Serbin, Bulgarian, Greek sections of
the corridor would jeopardize the construction in Hungary. However, the modernization of the railway
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segment has significant advantages. First and foremost, the two capitals could be reached more easily after the
modernization of the segment. In addition, sooner or later its refurbishment will be inevitable, although the
line is not included in the European core railway network. The hopes that Hungary may become a
European-level logistics centre would most probably reinforce its central role in the region. Furthermore, with
the help of the railway link, not only Chinese goods could arrive in Hungary but it would provide more
opportunities to export domestic products. In terms of economy, participation in One Belt, One Road may
open new prospects for Hungary, decrease its unilateral dependency and increase its role as a bridge. Divide,
Conquer, Aim East: China in Central and Eastern Europe: Trojan horse within the EU? He completed his Ph.
Between and he was a senior scholar at Tsinghua University, Department of International Relations and in he
was visiting scholar at Fudan Development Institute. His research topics are the Chinese characteristics in
foreign policy; China and Central and Eastern European relations; non-western international relations theory.
6: East-Central Europe on the New Silk Road | PAGEO Geopolitical Institute
Eastern Europe is the eastern part of the European www.enganchecubano.com is no consensus on the precise area it
covers, partly because the term has a wide range of geopolitical, geographical, cultural, and socioeconomic
connotations.

7: Eurasian (mixed ancestry) - Wikipedia
Thanks to the work of the Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture, Duke University library holds an
extensive and unique collection of materials on women's studies, including some that is of direct interests to scholars
and students of Russia, Eurasia, and Eastern Europe.

8: Eurasian Economic Union - Wikipedia
He examines the economies of Russia, Ukraine, and Eastern Europe, as well as focuses on the broader implications of
economic transition. He worked at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace from to , first as a senior associate
and then from as director of the Russian and Eurasian Program.
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